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Gala Weekend Beckons Students To Mardi Gras
Ambitious Concert Program
Variety Of Activities Provided To Highlight
Pre-Lenten Celebration Ai Dance, Carnival
By Frm1k ./tfql1er
Mardi Gras Weekend, the biggest and best weekend for
students of Xavier University, is fast approaching and it is
going to be the best weekend ever at Xavier. The final plans
have been taken care of and the Student Mardi Gras Raffle
prizes have now been decided upon.

Over 14,000 persons will hear, the sixty voices. of the Clef Club in twenty-five appearances scheduled
for this spring in Lawrenceburg, Louisville, Bardstown, and Cleveland. In addition, the club will present
programs on three occasions at Xavier and on WCPO-TV's "Xavier Presents."

Franklin Bens
Again To Direct
Talented Group

Council Considers Debt Coverage Of
Sodality, Fire-Prevention Regulations;
Committee Examines SC Constit1ttion

Good Samaritan Hospital.

emphasized the

By Don Barnhorsl,
Council Correspondent
New Group Adds To Color
The number one topic on the Student Council agenda for
Of Cle//ers Repertoire the week was a proposed debt-coverage loan to the Sodality.
By Tim Garry
Jack Davis, Sodality prefect, presented his request to Council
The 1957 Xavier University whereby any debt incurred by the Sodality in its forthcoming
Clef Club opened the most project, the Sodality School of Catholic Leadership, would be
extensive concert season in its
thirty-one year history Wed- covered by a loan from the
nesday with an appearance at Student Council treasury; Davis
fact that

the

The Clef Club numbers sixty request for a loan and not for
.voices and is under the direction a gift. George Haas moved that
of Mr. Franklin Bens, well-known Council cover any loss sustained
fn this area as a teacher and staff by the Sodality to the extent of
member of the Cincinnati Col$300.
lege-Conservatory of Music.
The repel"toire of the glee club
centers around the music from
the Broadway hits, "My Fair
Lady" and "Most Happy Fella"
and includes the Xavier songs,
spirituals, sea-chantPys, a medley
of Victor Herbert favorites, and
many of the traditional glee club
numbers.
An innovation of this year's
Clef Club is "ThP. Xavier Chimes,"
a group of ·ten men who present
speeially arranged numbers. Vocal and piano soloists enable the
(Continued on pa1e 8)

Snow Ball
Jn the midst of winter weather
the Salllns Club has. turned to
Indoor activity and ls spomorlns
the "Snow Ball" mixer tonl1ht In
the ArmoQ'. Ken Neal'' orchestra will provide the mUllc. Ad·
mlulon la a nominal He. Tlae
dance be1lu at 1:15 p.m.

However, in the subsequent
discussion, Dick Ulmer brought
out the fact that the Sodality
had presented no concrete budget and that Council would be
establishing a very dangerous
precedent by promising such a
loan without knowing the expense and risk involved. In the
vote following the rather heated
discussion, the motion was defeated. Ed Sajewski, president
of Council, pointed out that
council· would ,be happy to promise the loan if a suitable budget
were submitted.
Next in line in Council pre- ceedings were two committee
reports· concerning "m a f o rdance" committees and homecoming float safety.
The former committee arose
from a question of the allotment
In the Mardi Gras Dance budget

·(Continued on Pa1• 8)

Masque Society
Stage Adventure

By Charles Wriglat,
Nervs Associate Editor
The curtain ascends, the
· stage is set, and the thespians
are in place for their first
Maxwell Anderson· play, The
Star-Wagon, to be presented
by the Masque Society. This sentimental and nostalgic fantasy
enjoyed a long and successful run
in the professional theater, and
in the present version will be
more effective than ever in the
hands of experienced non-professionals.
,.,.
The story shows how Stephen
Minch, an inventor, and his
crony, Hanus Wicks, invent a
machine that carries them back
to their youth and gives them a
chance · to live their lives over.
The first act presents the characters with their lives already
set into a not-so-pleasant pattern,
which Martha Minch, Stephen's
wife, believes to have been
caused by wrong ~hoices while

<Continued on Pa1e I)

The circle is complete. Again
the hands of the clock slowly
announce Mardi Gras festivities.
From the sheer expectation we
begin to acquire the mood of New
Orleans' Mardi Gras. This expectation is well grounded, for from
all indications this year's Mardi
Gras should prove the slogan,
"Bigger and Better."
Castle Farm will play host for
the opening, with a dance Friday, March 1. Music will be provided by Sammy Kaye's Orchestra, now under the direction of
Ernie Rudy. Tickets for the dance
may be purchased at the Mardi
Gras office, located in Stude.nt
Activities Headquarters, North
Hall.
Prizes, Prizes
The final plans are set and the
prizes for students have been
chosen. This year's prizes are: a
trip to the National Invitational
Tournament game at Madison
Square Garden, Hi Fi phonograph, portable television set,
clock radio, and a portable radio.
The student prizes will be award-~d some time during the dance
and carnival, Saturday, March 2.
On the same night the big drawing for the 1957 Mercury Mont·
clair Phaeton will take place.
This drawing will take place at
midnight and will be held at the
Sheraton-Gibson ltoof Garden.
Because the Mardi Gras program is of such importance to
!I.
Featured with the Ernie Rudy projects which concern the stu(lower photo) Orchestra are the dents, it has been decided to
"Three Merrymen" (top). Castle show every possible consideration to the campus clubs which
Farm will be the scene.
are most active in its support.
Jim Sammons, social chairman of
Student
Council, has announced
Fo1·eign Fm·e
that for each club there will be
The Xavier University li'oreign a direct cash rebate of 50c to
Film Se1·vice is presenting the $1.00 per book for every chance
"Journal D'Un Cure' De Cam- book turned in under the club's
pagne" (Diary of a Country name. This gives each campus
Priest). The film which contains club an opportunity to finance its
English sub titles will be shown own projects.
on Feb .26, at 8: 00 p.m. in the
Key Factor
Cash Room. Admission will be
In addition, support of the
fifty-cents per person.
Mardi Gras program is going to
be a key factor to be considered
in assigning dates for pep rally
dances next fall. It has been suggested that the clubs have the
students who do not belong to
any campus club or organization
work for them. It has also been
suggested that each club run a
contest within its membership
and give a pl"ize to the person
who does the most.
For the three highest individual booksellers there will be
awards given by the Veterans
(Continued on Page 6)

Go, Men?
'<

~J,l&.~~

Rev. Edmund Hartmann, S.I.,
speaks at a dinner in honor of
Albert J. Worst and Edward P.
VonderHarr on the occalion of
their twentJ·flfth analvenarle&.

The Dorm Council will present
the movie "Go Man Go" with the
Harlem Globetrotters and Dana
Clark. The tecbnlcolor film will
be shown Feb. 2t In South Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
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"C" Film Producer

Pa1·liino- Patte1·

arking has become, within"the last ten years, one of the
P
major problems in university administration. Fortut?-ately,
Xavier University is probably one of the few schools m the

By Bill Diaque

entire United States (excepting Slippery Rock) which, thanks
to the 11ew Tibbles Avenue Pla)lfield Area, has parking accomodations adjacent to the university that have never been filled.
A recent survey of the student parking programs in thirtythree Mid-western colleges revealed that eight of the thirtythree charge in excess of $20.00 per year for student parking
and six charge in excess of five dollars per year for student
parking. Our twenty-five cent stickers can be genuinely appr·~
ciated in view of these figures.
The new Tibbles Avenue lot has recently been top-surfaced with four to five inches of crushed rock at an exceptionally low price due to the cooperation of alumnus Harry Foley,
'29, president of the Foley Construction Company. The first
ninety feet of the lot are being kept free of stone for the
installation of a ball field for the intramural sports program.
Only last year an editorial on the parking situation appeared in this paper. At the time we shared the common problem of crowded parking conditions. But in just one year this
hurdle to development has been met. If only the City of Cincinnati could meet with equal success in untying its Gordian
Knot, we would abandon our campaign to make the Volkswagen THE American car.

To11r11a111e11t Topic
Although Xavier's hopes for an NIT bid have been dimmed
somewhat by determined teams from UC and Louisville, there
is still a possibility that our basketball team will put X.U. in
the national limelight in New York. But whether or_not we
make the NIT, Xavier will claim a considerable share of national recognition in April for a very different reason.
The occasion will be the second Robert S. Marx National
Invitational Debate Tournament, under the auspices of Xavier
University. Last year the tournament drew debaters from
colleges all over the country, including Princeton, Notre Dame,
Southern Methodist and Tulane. Because it was well-planned
and smoothly run, the Marx tournament was highly successful.
It left a good impression of Xavier University in the minds of
those who attended.
This year Judge Robert S. Marx is again generously providing the financial backing for the tournament, and plans
are proceeding for an even better tournament than last year's.
Those who are ·responsible for this project, which certainly
does a great deal for the prestige of Xavier University, deserve
the recognition and praise of the faculty and student body of
the university.
Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan, S.J., the moderator of the Philopedian Debating Society, has probably done more than anyone else to organize and promote the Marx tournament. As
last year, the officers and members of the Debating Society
will take an active part in running the tournament.
From The News, a vote of appreciation to the Debating
Society for an important and valuable activity. -W.F.

Pro A11d Co11 Of Fi·at Life
(ACP)-A New York University professor, Richard D.
Mallery, recently defended
fraternities during a speech
before a YMCA in that city.
Said Professor Mallery: "If the
·fraternity is what its enemies
say it is, then it is hard to understand the enconragP.ment and
support that have been given to
fraternities during the past century by the better American colleges."
The Professor went on to say
that the congenial environment
found in fraternities is of great
importance. He also added that
residence on campus should be a
basic requisite for college life.
Professor l\lallery emphasized
the fact that although a limited
(Continued on Page 8)

(ACP)~Male students at the
Tennessee Polytechnic Institute
will vote in the near future on
the question of whether to establish social fraternities on the
campus. According to the Tech
Oracle," one meeting has already
been held to discuss the issue and
others will be held in the future.
Supporters of the fraternity
arrangement say that the fraternity system would provide social,
cultural and moral education for
the members. They say that the
fraternities would give the individual a chance to work along
with others , toward a common
goal, thus increasing and applying his leadership abilities, and
gaining confidence in himsPlf.
The opposite view was ~x
(Continued on Page 8)
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Symphony
Preview·,

i

This week's concert is the sixteenth concert, as well as the
first of the last five subscription
concerts of the season. Today's
and Saturday evening's concerts
will also be the last subscription
concert until March 29 and 30.
Guest soloist this week Is pianist, composer, and conductor.
Lukas Foss. Mr. Foss was bom
in Berlin in 1922. He studied in
both Berlin and in Paris. In 1931
he came with bis parents to the
United States. Mr. Foss studied
at the Curtis Institute of Music
in Philadelphia ·and aervecl as
pianist of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra.
"The Prairie," a cantata inspired by Carl Sandburg's poem
of that name, was premiered by
the Philharmonic Orchestra of
New York and soloist in 1945.
This composition was written as
a musical tribute to the United
States, the country of his adoption. The , composition "Recordare" was ·premiered by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in the
1948-49 season. Premiered · also
in 1949 was his ballet "Song of
Solomon," with choreography by
Charles Weidman. Today. Lukas
Foss is Professor of Music at the
University of California.
Now after an absence of three
seasons, Mr. Foss returns to Music Hall to play Bach's ccconcerto
No. 1 in D Minor, for Plano and
Orchestra," and Mozart•s "Concerto In G Major, for Plano and
Orchestra." This will be the first
performl\nce of this Mozart concerto in Cincinnati. Lukas .Foss
of resistance-the active, and has recorded Bach's "Concerto
passive. Actively, theatre man- No. 1 In D Minor" with the Zlmagers and owners are barraged bler Slnfonletta on a twelve·
with letters of protestation; pas-. Inch Jong play record <Dec. 9801).
sively the film is avoided and it
Thor Johnson and the Cincinwas further suggested that the nati Symphony Orchestra ·wiJI
theatre, regardless of the films perform the world premiere of a
booked, be avoided. Theoretically, work by Fritz Mancyzk entitled,
a very effedive form of mass "Six Variations on a Sarabande
censorship could be employed.
by J. S. Bach." Th" program will
Unfort4nately, people forget be concluded by the performance
and one can hardly stand in of George Enesco's "Roumanian
judgement on a person 'who for- Rhapsody No. 1 in A Major, Opus
gets that the Envoy theatre re- II." Written when Enf>Seo was
leased "Lust Line" last Christ- only sixteen years of age, this is
mas and who is now going to see his most .popular work today.
Walt Disney's Hansel and Gretel This delightful and charming
(by Grimm) at the same theatre. piece is a colorful national song
Therefore, it would seem that reflPcting upon the composer's
to serve as a constant reminder national homeland. The concert
of the policy of the well-known starts today at 2 p.m. and tomordowntown theatre which booked row evening at 8:30 p.m.
the latest "C" film and to cause
a moment of hesitancy before
thinking people patronize this
theatre that we refer to it as the
"Baby Doll Theatre."
'1\lany solid Christians have
missed some terrlflc films at the
Over 60 fellowships to Amer"art" theatres mentioned because ican graduate students for the
they remembered the offensive 1957-58 academic year are ofpast billings of those theatres. So fered for study in Germany,
what better reminder than to call Cuba and Italy. This was anthe theatre by the name of the nounced by Kenneth Holland,
offender.
President of the Institute of
Of course this point can be International Education.
Applicants must be U. S. citargued for the maxim reads,
"Publicity, good or bad, sells." izens. Other eligibility requireAnd wasn't it an advertising v.p. ments are: a Bachelor's degree
at Warner Brothers, producers of from an American college or
B.D. who said, "What we may university of recognized standhave lost (through Cardinal ing by the date of departure;
Spellman and the Legion of De- demonstrated academic ability
cency's action) has been more and capacity f or independent
study; good moral character,
than offset by curiosity."
But calling a theatre by a name personality a n d adaptability;
which connotes the P!!St offense good knowledge of the country's
to the public would not doub1P. language; and good health.
Applications may be secured
the· gross since the film has fin·
from the Institute of Interished its run there.
national Education, 1 East 67th
So remember, if St. loan comes Street, New York City.
to the ·Baby Doll Theatre, think
not of St. Joan but of the little
old drawer in the box office and
bear In mind that the receipts
from B.D. went In that drawer
and wound up In tbe ume poc.
ket1 that the receipt• from St.
.Joan will ultimately reach.·

OBITE.R DICTA
By Dem Hertli

Certain of the gentry automatically toss their hands into
the air and exclaim "Boy, is he
educated!" at the mere sight of
a Latin phrase used in connec-.
tion with anything · 01.~tside off
the Mass or the corner-stone of
a new building.
Now when a college newspaper
column, and in an American university at that, boldly takes for
its title a Latin phrase, it is indeed an event. Don't be taken in.
The title, as the upperclassmen
and graduate students well know,
is not original nor especially profound.
Further, it was only after consultation with numerous old Latin books, a pocket thesaurus, and
several battered dictionaries that
a fair definition could be arrived
at. It was the uttPr simplicity of
the expression. "Obiter Dicta" or
a remark in passing, that threw
the author. Expecting the two
words to be a concise, but deep
Thomistic mystery, the severe
letdown I experienced can rPadily be imagined.
Question: Do H.A.B. students
made remarks obiter dictum all
the time?
One of the surest ways of getting fast attention is to start or
to be part of a controversy. While
it is not the purpose of this writer to review or normally even
discuss movies, this principle of
controversy, which has been so
effectively employed by the film
industry in producing "explolta·
tion pictures" as opposed to "art"
theatre offerings (which garner
little profit),. has just recently
been seen with Warner Bros. latest celluloid sin productlo~ and
it is time that an anti-controver·
sy prescription be made.
I do not claim to have the answer but I have a line to throw
in with those already put forth
by Catholic and non-Catholic
agencies alike to combat the flow
of "C" films from the West Coast.
Certain of the local "art" thea·
ters went on a "C" film rampage
during the summer season and
as ever the Church's answer was
that Catholics follow two lines

Foreign Study
Grants Available
For Graduates
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PERSHING RIFLE SQUAD _SWEEPS DRILL TOURNEY
Reeen't Meet Sees Xavier
Sweep Three Of Four
by John Yan Flandern

FRONT

DOWN

Xavier's Pershing Rifles Drill
Team scored a sweeping victory
in the Xavier Invitational Drill
Meet, held· at Xavier last Saturday. Captain Jim Dehan's men
By Tom Mc..4.uli/Je
took three out of four trophies
awarded in the competition,
including the over-all victory
Well, Cincinnati, no doubt you've often wanted to meet
tropliy.
the man responsible for your crummy climate. Well, you've
In the platoon drill competi- got your chance; he's in town, and his name is "The Raintion, the Xavier platoon com- maker:"
manded by junior Bill BertelsOld Burt Lancaster, the original two-hundred pounds of
man copped top,, _honors. In squad mouth, came lurching down hill· and sentimentality. At times the
drill, Xavier's men, led by Ed. billy row (Montgomery Rd.) to plot drags along like a threcFriedrich, finished first, and take up an extended stay, I hope, legged centipede and the rest of
these two victories gave Xavier at the Keith's last night. Be rode the time the viewer has the feelfirst place in the meet.
in on his rainmaker's wagon di· ing that he is watching the AlbaUnits from Ohio State, Dayton, rectly from New York City where tross, New Mexico city council
and UC came to Xavier for the he had been spending his time play Chinese scrabble.
meet. Cincinnati won the one _ fteeclng the yokels on Times
Burt Lancaster and Katherine
remaining trophy, offered for Square. Be would have gotten Hepburn, the movie's principals,
individual drill-down competi- here sooner but for his passen- alternate between killing things
tion, edging Xavier's entrants.
1ers: Katherine Hepburn, Wen- and immediately reviving them.
Future Plans
dell Corey, Edward Prud'homme, The whole gist of the matter is
With this meet succesfully and Melvin Coznowski.
that Burt Lancaster, a big-talkcompleted, the Pershing Rifles
"The Rainmaker" is a real ing con man, has taken Katherine
now are pointfng to work and American production. It's a sort Hepburn's papa for a hundred·
preparation_ for their spring drill of Western shaggy dog story, with bucks by promising to whip up a
meets. The ·biggest competition overtures of adultery, insanity, little rain for !-)is parched ranch.
on schedule is the Regimental
(Continued on Page 8)
Meet at Ohio State late in April
or early in May. In addition, the
.PR Company hopes to journey
to Washington D.C., . early in
\
the spring to compete at the
nation-wide exhibition at the
Cherry Blossom Festival. ·
.......
There are spots open for many
new good men who may wish
to join the organization at the
start of the second semester.
Cadets can join by contacting
the moderator, Capt. Duane
Hayes, M/Sgt. James E. Balsh,
or any of the officers or men of·
the Pershing Rifles.

Comment One-Time for a change. It is quife evident t~at
a master's degree in journalism was not necessary to detect
the outrageous number of ads in last week's issue of The News.
With the exception of the first two pages, which might have
been used also for advertising in a pinch, the remaining six

pages look like a parody to Aunt
Jenny recommends.
The primary purpose of advertising is to give the paper ample
currency to operate. However,
this does not mean that there
should be so much advertising
that there is no room for news. ,.
In order to cut down on the
advertising the paper must have
sufficient collatPral to operate.
Seeing that this is a university
organ it seems to me that the
university· should put forth thP.

needed greenbacks. The students
at the present time pay the huge
sum of .75 cents per semester.
That comes to about four c<>nts
per issue. I doubt if many of the
students would be offended if
this pitance werr:> raised a mouldy
two bits.
1
Better yet, why not let the students keep the quarter and have
the university up the budget of
The News so that Xavier can
have a newspaper, not eight
(Continued on Page 8)
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Philops Plan
Heavy Spring
Schedule
By Conrad Donakow1ki
During February, March and
April the Poland Philopedian
Society will cover the country
at the rate of two tournaments per week. The debaters

started the heavy spring schedule by sending Wayne Fehr and
Dan Brislane to Denver on Feb.
8 and 9 for the Rocky Mountain
Tournament, where Xavier was
one of fifty-eight prominent
debating colleges. On the same
weekend, novice debaters Concannon and Muench won four
out of four at the Purdue Novice
Tournament. Novices Jensen and
Ulrich were also credits to Xavier at Purdue.
Split
On February 16, Wiggs, Mennen, Blair, and Bien went to
Greencastle, Indiana for the
DePauw University Tournament.
That same day, the Xavier
debaters sent to the University
of Louisville Stan Seifried, Frank
Hamel, Bill Ulrich, and Jim
Jensen. The managed a one-a'ndone split before the basketball
game played that evening.
Tuesday night the Philops
appeared before the Xavier Dads'
Club in an exhibition debate.
Wayne Fehr, Dan Brislane, Tom
Muench, and Shawn Concannon,
who debated before the Dads,
are in Columbus today and
tomorrow for the Ohio State
Championships.
The Philops will meet Miami
before the basketball game on
(Continued on page 8)

Walley _Segap
Tbe 1957 Student Dlreetor1 Is
011 Ule at the Student AetJvltln
Center Ill North Ball. Tbe elu·
lilied dlreeto17 Hiia for tell eentl
a

•P1·

IRVINll PETERSON,
Pin
N. Y. ITATI COLL, POR TIACNERS

Din

WHAT' IS AN ANTEROOM IN AN
ENGUSH POUCE STATI9Nt

JIRRY llCHLIR,
Bo66y
NORTH TIXAI STATI COLL.

Lo66y

us.

FRANK 0L1vu.

Lanky Yankee

U. OF TAMPA

ILANCHE CHRISTOP!t£R,
DOMINICAN COLLEGE

Scanty Ante

WHAT WOULD A SOUTH SEA ISLANDER
USE TO WASH WINDO,WSt

OAVIO MOWRY,
IOWA STATI COLLHI

F,iii Squeegee

HOM WHOM DO SAILOIS GET
HAIRCUTst

ifi
CARL· lllYSON,
CLARK UNIVUSI"

Har6or Barber

WHAT IS A PALI ROMEOt

MESSAGE to Botany majors: today's lesson is easy. No
spore lore, plant cant or stalk talk. Just the fact that
Luckies' fine tobacco is A-1 Puff Stuff! This information
won't help you graduate, but it'll cue you to the best
smoking you ever 11ad. You see, fine tobacco means
better taste. A Lucky is all fine tobacco ... nothing but
mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste
even better. Why settle for less? You'll say a Lucky is
the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

r.

©

~
~
~

-(

Wan Do11

DOUI MAlnN,
u. or IOUTNllll CAL.

'CIGARETTES

STUDENTS! MAKE $25

Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy money
-start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler
we print-and. for hundreds more that never get
used. Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers.
Both words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings,) Send your Sticklers with your name, address, college
and class to Happy-Joe-I.ucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernol}, -,:.l. Y.

Luckies Taste Better,
0

1T'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER ; ;

eA. T, C:O,

HODVCT_ 01'

~-CLEANER,

FRESHER, SMOOTHER I

ca ""'6..-... ~Ill ~~-~~~~CA~~ HAD~NO
\

MANVFACTUllH 01' CIOAHTTH
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This past week, I was asked to submi~ my choices for an
Collegiate All-American team to the Foghorn, the weekly publication of the University of San Francisco. These dream teams
are becoming quite popular among the colleges. Notre Dame
ran one in football, and at least three-San Francisco, Saint
Louis, and Xavier-are running them in basketball. Ours will
be ready for publication in about a month. It will consist of
only those players attending Catholic colleges in the U.S.
I don't claim to have picked a team that could take on all
comers and win easily, but I do think this team would be able
to more than hold their own with anybody. Here then is my
selectionsChet Forte (Columbia)-One of the top three scorers in
the country with an average of just over 30 points a game. For
his size, 5-9, probably one of the top guards in the country.
Rod Hundley (West Virginia)-Although not a guard, I
placed him here because I couldn't leave nim off this All.
American squad. Considered one of the greatest players of all
time by his coach, Fred Schaus.
Charlie Tyra (Louisville)-Mr. Everything on the Cardinals' NIT Champs of last season. Placed on several AliAmerican teams last year, Tyra was out-scored only twice last
season and climaxed a terrific junior year by receiving the
Most Valuable Player award in the NIT.
Lennie Rosenbluth (North Carolina)--Carried a 26.7 average last year and is doing as well this year in leading the
Tar Heels to a 20-0 record so far this year. Has every shot in
the book and hits on more than 45 per cent of his shots.
Wilt Chamberlain (Kansas)-By far, the most captivating
sophomore ever to play college ball. At 7-1, "The Stilt" has
either ranked one, two, or three in scoring this season. The
most sought after high schooler two years ago, he is my cent.er.
For height, this team has it with plenty to spare. The back
line of Tyra, Chamb~rlain, and Rosenbluth average 6-8. All
are averaging over 22 per game and doing more than their
share of rebounding. The team average is just over 6-5 with a
scoring potential of somewhere in the neighborhood of 125
points per game.

• • • • •

Bearcats Snrprise Muskies 69-59 In Rematch;
·Cardinals Add To Xavier's Many Troubles 87-69

By Gordon
By Ed Adam•
This week was not too PVentful
Anybody want an assignment? We were successful m
peddling personally and must now resort to advertisement. on the intramural scene. The Inmanaged to keep their
Here's our.....problem: no one around Xavier even cares to thfnk dians
rPcords spotless and remain unabout what we have to write about. Our subject could be . defeated and untied. On Wednesclassed among those "The Least Said About This Matt.er the day the Engineers downed th~
.better." E'or readers who haven't
guessed, our assignment . is to
cover the pair of engagements
r~nctered by the Muskies last
week.
vu well! We'll give it a stab
ourse1ves and if in doing so you
note a lacK of .emhusiasm and an
evasaon of the facts so pail2iul,
PA\!ase forgive us. 1''or any defeat
1s galung, nut doubly galling
wuen mmcted by the Bearcats.
N!T Doubtful
Defeat at Louisville's hands is
usuauy not quite as abominable,
yet it can be, particularly when
pust season bias hinge on the
outcome. Uf cou1·se the NlT. committee may still cast its finger
toward the Musketeers but don't
place any rash bets on it.
During most of the first half
of the Louisville game, X seemed
to have partially regained hi>r
. lost touch. The Muskies were
working the ball and hitting
the ball much better than against
UC. Under the boards, too, they
,were faring respectably, considering the Cardinals' overwhelming height advantage. With 6-10
Jerry DuPont in there, plus 6-8
Charley Tyra, Louisville presented almost too much height
for even Corny Freeman to cope
with.
,Morgan Hot
As if the rebound disadvantage
wasn't trouble enough, a 15.5 average guard Jim Morgan got hot
hands and tallied 38 points for
the Cards from the outside. Xav-
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2 Minutes From Xavier

to the All-Sta
forfeited to ti
the Duces forf
ers. In the on
played on Tht
bounced the B
The followi
Crew-Cuts ed1i
45-42. The X
Hoosiers 67-52.
of the evenin
downed Cotta~
are the intram
this date:
TUI
Indians .......... ..
7 Crowns ....... ..
Wolverines ...... .
Gorks ............... ..
Hustlers .......... .
Bears .................
Tigers ............. ..
THUl
All-Stars .......... .
Nationals ........ .
Lushes ............ .
Badgers .......... ..
Deuces ............. .
Erasers ............. .
Barbarians ....... .
Trotters .......... ..

ier had spurted to within a point
of Louisville, 34-33 at 4:11 in the
first half, despite substitute forward Don Goldstein's 4 straight
buckets from the left corner.
Just as the Muskies gained striking position, Tyra, Darragh and
Goldstein canned a basket apiece
and Morgan himself 6 straight
tallies. The Big Red splurge sent
the hometowners in front 46-38
at the half.

Aces (2-0) on a failure to show
forfeit. The Rode~ts likewise forfeited their game to the Little
Hoyas. Lavender Hill dropped
the Chiefs 43-29. In the evening's
finale the Gophers massacred the
Churchkeys 56-36.
Thursday the Trotters forfeited
MONDAY
Crew-Cuts .................................. 4-1
Goody. Ballers .......................... 3-1
X Hawks .................................... 3-1
It snowed in the Louisville Volunteers .................................. 3-1
Armory the first ten minutes of Vets Club .................................... 1-3
the second half. The more it Hoosiers ...................................... 1-4
snowed the colder got the Mus- Cottage A .................................... 0-4
WEDNESDAY
kies and soon X was buried alive.
Little
Boyas
.............................. 4-1
Final reading-Xavier 69, Louis•
Lavender Bill ............................ 3-1
ville 87.
Chiefs .......................................... 3-2
Churchkeys ................................ 3-2
Cat's Avenge
Three nights · earlier at the Aces .............................................. 3-2
Armory across town X discovered Engineers ................................. ... 2-3
that turnabout is fair play. Need- Gophers ...................................... 2-3
less to say the topic of conver- Rodents ...................................... 0-5
sation around Xav~er a week ago
Thursday was . not basketball.
Nor would ex-Hughes star Bill
Whitaker have found a rousing
reception awaiting him in South
Hall. The Muskies just didn't
finest
have it. The BParcats did. Final
Try a Capri Pina tonl1
reading-Xavier 57, UC 69.
q.vallty Pin a you can
· To change the subject, one
cheery note did emerge from the
momentary slump. Frank Tartaron, a dormant figure all season,
LIClltd Oft .... I. E. Ctrur ,,........
OPEN EVERY DAY flashed old forll\ against J...ouis1 A. M.; Fri., Sit. 11
ud 11111111 11111, ltnll Hiii.
2 A.M.
ville. The lanky center scored 23
TIY THE FAMOUS CAPlll
big points and did a commanding
11
GONDOLA"
job in the rebounding departnt naM11t ltdWlctl If tllem 1111
ment.

..

ITALIAN

·PIZZ

team, and t·hat the team effort
was entirely responsible for the
wins. He quickly jerked out some
handy statistics to back up his
statement. In the past three
games, for exampl'e, Don pointed
out that three different boys
have topped the XU scoring. In
a 64-52 victory, Ducky Castelle
led the "beany boys" over Wright-

By Don Fenton
Patterson Air Base by ramming Castelle gave the fans a real
in 18 points. Jim Kervan topped treat for their dough with an
the scoring as XU flooded the exhibition of .exceptional dribRoger Bacon Alumni, 95-67, by bling. As Ruberg pointed out, one
pouring in 19 points; and the of the big factors was tbe resmallest of the Frosh, Al Gun- bounding of Ron Nicolai, from
drum, broke the backs of the UC Elder, and the fine aid given him
Bearkittens with a 35-point ef- by Chuck Phillips and Bill Mid·
fort. Gundrum·~ fine play was dendorf in the 88-82 victory.
overlooked only because many of
Ruberg Predicts
the partisans were watching UC's
Don
also
made an issue of the
Oscar Robertson. Al hit a fantastic 17 for 19 from the charity fact that with only eight-men
line and played a great game on teams, a coach must rely heavily
on his bench strength, and theredefense as well.
fore every man is a spoke • . •
dundrum Leads
there are no wheels. Don also had
This UC game marked the ar- good words for Rick Jannot and
rival of the Frosh as a team. Jack Couzins. One cannot help
but look toward either Castelle
They played as though they had
or Gundrum to fill the shoes of
been together for years. Even Jimmy Boothe in future years,
loyal UC rooters were bobbing but the fact remains that the
their heads as Gundrum and Cas- Frosh have eight men out there
telle put on Intermittent freezes who give it their all, and want
during the course of the game. to win.

(One Block South of Dana)
.JEffenon 1-9388

·~~~~-.,_,,.~~

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Years Experience

·
MUFFLERS
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE
INSTALLED FREE

I
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Crmo/ord

FROSH UPSET BEARKITTENS

Basketball sure takes a funny bounce. If you don't believe
me, take notice of last week's UC-XU farce. Coach Don Ruberg's charges were given little chance of downing the ''unDiscussing the recent chain
beatable five" of UC. But when the smoke had cleared from of events in basketball could
the floor, the little Muskies were on top by six.
prove a hardship, but not if
Little Al Gundrum, the Colerain star nobody wanted, took you happen to be chatting
scoring honors away from Oscar Robertson with a big 35 with Don Ruberg, XU Frosh
points, the largest scored by a freshman this year. On the other mentor. With only two regularly
side of the ledger, George Smith's Bearcats were given the scheduled contests remaining, the
underdog role against the high-scoring Muskies. What hap- Frosh have compiled a 9-4 seapened was something hard to believe. Xavier shot 18 per cent sonal slate, and have marked that
in the first half and 26-plus per cent for the game. This was record with three straight trialmost identical with the Bearcat percentage in the initial umphs. When the question of an
game. Incidentally, the 'Cats don't have to worry about their outstanding player was put to
date with Seton Hall which many thought would make or him, Ruberg laughingly combreak them as far as the NIT went. They received a bid this
mented that he has an eight-man
past Monday and accepted the same day.
t'•

''Survival League'' Ct

BRAKES
RELINED

$17.sO
AND UP

M U F F L E R M A N - THE - 8 R A K E M A N
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust Systems • Sold Installed

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an 1uential
in 1Yery 1tud1nt'1 diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOodbum 1-2474

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
LANnEN, LTD.

,~,,

606 Yin• St.
PArkRJ l·'IHI

Smola

XAVIER UNIVERSITY

isville And Cincy
~vival

Xavier Debuts In
Chicago Stadiu1n;
Western Follows

League'' Continues

By Gordon Craw/ord

: was not too PVentful to the All-Stars, the Barbarians
tmural scene. The In- forfeited to the Nationals, and
1ged to keep their the Duces forfeited to the Erastless and remain un- ers. In the only game which is
ri untied. On Wednes- play~d on Thursday, the Lushes
:igineers downed thP bounced the Badgers 69-48.
The following Monday the
on a failure to show
Rode11ts likewise for- Crew-Cuts edged the Vets Club
game to the Little 45-42. The X Hawks beat the
render Hill dropped Hoosiers 67-52. In the last game
13-29. In the evening's of the evening the Volunteers
fophers massacred the downed Cottage A 48-35. H •re
are the intramural standings to
56-36.
the Trotters forfeited this date:
TUESDAY
MONDAY
.................................. 4-1 Indians ........................................ 4-0
ers .......................... 3-1 7 Crowns .......................... :......... 4-1
................................... 3-1 Wolverines .................................. 3·2
.................................. 3-1 Gorks ............................................ 2-2
................................... 1-3 Hustlers ...................................... 1·3
................................... 1-4 Bears ............................................ 1-3
.................................. 0-4 Tigers .......................................... 0-4
THURSDAY
EDNESDAY
s .............................. 4-1 All-Stars ...................................... 5-0
.ill ............................ 3-1 Nationals ................ :'................... 4-1
.................................. 3-2 Lushes ........................................ 4-1
................................ 3-2 Badgers ................................ ...... 2-3
................................... 3-2 Deuces ........................................ 2-3
................................... 2-3 Erasers ..................... ................... 2-3
.................................. 2-3 Barbarians .................................. 1-4
................................... 0-5 Trotters ................... ................... 0-5

-

1r Cincinnati's finest

Try a Capri Pina tonight - the
q.allty Pin• yo11 can appreciate.
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Tomorrow the quisical Musketeers of Xavier tackle Manhattan
University in the Chicago Stadium. This will be the first meeting between the two schools and
should be quite a battle. Though
Xavier will have a slight edge
in the height department, Manhattan will have slightly a slight
edge in the very important department of experience. Manhattan, winner of the Holiday Festival Invitational Tournament in
Madison Square Garden will
probably start Angelo Lombardo
(6-4), Gerry Paulson (6-3), John
O'Connor (5-9), John Powers
(6-2), and Bob Josephs (6-3). The
man who everybody says to
watch in this five is Angelo Lombardo. He is their high scorer
and is also one of the higher
scorers in the nation.
Western Awaits
When the Muskies return to
action after a brief two-day rest,
they will run smack into Toledo,
thus. far an undrepictable team.
With only one d~y of rest the
Musketeers will then trav~l to ·
Bowling Green, Kentucky where
an ever smiling, wiley, and peaceloving man named Eddie Diddle
and his Western Kentucky Hilltoppers timidly await them.
Same Lineup
Victorious in their first game
with Western by eight points,
Xavier will attempt a second conquest of the Hilltoppers, a feat
which is seldom accomplished by
any team twice in one season.
The lineup which X will probably face will be the same as
before, Case (6-2) and Daniels
(6-6) at the forwards, Crosthwaite (6-9) at pivot, and Lawson (5-11) and Bach (6-1) at
guards.
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Foes Nem~SlS•

By Bob Queenan
named Kathryn who is the apple
His teammates call him "Cochise" after the famous Apache of her father's eye. It will be
Indian. Though he was christened Francis Allen Stahl, he is quite some time before Xavier
so nicknamed because of his Indian-like ability to stay on the comes up with a player who is
trail of the man he is assigned to defend.
as colorful as Franny Stahl, alias
The talents of Franny Stahl are quite numerous in the ""l\'larlon Brando," alias "Cochise."
world of basketball. On the playing side of the ledger he is one
of Xavier's f i n e s t defensive
guards; the job he did on Iona's
Joe Berivardi aml on Miami's
Johnny Powell will bear witness
to this. Offensively, he has a
wicked two hand set from anywhere on the floor. He is also
capable of 1mtting a bullet-like
jump shot when he gets in close
to the basket. When it comes to
dribbling, Franny has no master.
It is perhaps this talent alone
which makes him a standout.
Franny is also quite a coach as
the boys of Maysville's St. Patrick will agree.
Wants To (::oach
When asked which game he'd
most like to win, the Maysville,
Ky. senior immediately said Dayton. Franny feels that he pla)led
his best game for the Musketeers
against the University of Kentucky Wildcats at Kentuc~r two
years ago. That game is also the
game which Franny remembers
most. When he graduates from
XU, Franny intends to enter the
coaching field. Franny is a man
of many interests and hobbies,
one of which is mapping out
plans to win the state championship for the high school team
which he coaches when he leaves
X. Another one of his pet hobbies
is discussing the philosophical
aspects of coaching with frosh
football coach Eddie Biles.
Proud Papa
. Franny is married to the former Frances McCarthy. They are
the proud parents of a little girl
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Time out for flavor!-and what flavor! This filter cigarette
tastes rich and full. And its pure, snowy-white filter does the job
so well the flavor really comes through. Winston is the
filter cigarette you enjoy-that's why it's America's favorite!
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Council Considers CJef Constructs
Proposal, Parties, Concert Calendar
(Continued from Page 1)
And Posterity
Club to present an integrated
(Continued from Page 1)
of $50 for a committee .party.
The Council investigating committee, headed by ·Tim Garry,
listed two recommendations accepted and approved by Cou~cil:
'(1) complimentary dance tickets are to be awarded to chairmen of the major dance for
allotment at their discretion
under the explicit jurisdiction of
Student Council;
(2) individual committee parties are to be "non-budgetary"
and are to be held at the expense of the individuals themselves.
The latter committee report
·wus in the form of a letter submitted by Vince Murphy, secretary to Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J. Murphy, Tom Volle,
senior class president, and Jerry
Welch, 1957 homeco~ing chairman, met with local fire department officials and students of
the University of Cincinnati to
c.;tablish fire-prevention meas..1.·:·.;
£or future float p~rades.
Council tabled consideration of
the report until the next me~t
• cr at which time the Xavier
m,,
·
Id
principals at the meetmg wou
clarify the nature of the r~p~rt.
The question of the anhqmty
of the Student Council Constitution was once more br~ught
up and a seven-man committee,
he~ded by Ed Sajewski, was
established to meet Thursday. at
o;-:e-thirty in the Student Act~v
i tics room to thoroug~ly examme
the present Constitut10n.
All business being in order,
the meeting was adjourned.

the group will appear in a con·
cert at Lakewood Civic Auditorium 'on Saturday, April 6, under
the auspices of the Xavier students from the Cleveland area
show, full of vitality and variety. with the cooperation of the XavIn addition to this fine musical . ier alumni and Dads Club. This
program, the appearance of the auditorium is one of the finest in
Club bas been heightened by the Northern Ohio and has been host
purchye of blue blazers with a to the Cleveland Symphopy Orpocket patch bearing the insignia chestra as well as many other
of the group.. These coats were famous musical organizations.
tailored and procured for the
Tony Palumbo, Cleveland Club
group by Mr. Harry Landen, '33, president, reports that his organization hopes to sell 2,000 tic.of Landen Ltd.
George Hess and Bob Ober- kets for the event through the
schmidt, business managers, have students, parents, alumni, parishestimated that the Clef Club vill es, and other schools.
be heard by over 14,000 persons
Xavier students will have three
in the twenty five appearances opportunities to hear their glee
scheduled for the Club this club. The Clef Club will take.
spring. This number does not in- part in the Sodality Variety Show
clude the television audience on Friday, March 8. The Club
which will view their appearance will sing a 40 minute program at
on "Xavier Preser.ts."
the convocation on April 29.
After an appearance at LawThis season will be culminated
renceburg, Ind. on April 11, the with the Clef Club Concert and
Glee Club will tour to Louisville, · Dance which will open the FamKy. on May 1-2, where it will ily Day festivities at the Hall of
sing six concerts, including an Mirrors of the Hotel Netherlandevening concert at Nazareth Col- Hilton. On this occasion, the Glee
lege in Bardstown.
Club will present a fUll conc~rt
The high-point of the Clef which will be followed by dancClub season is the two-day trip ing to the music of Don Lackey
through Ohip to Cleveland, where and his Or~h 0stra.

•

1ve

minute or two to anange this
great convenience that
allows you to buy what
you want when
you want ill

Mahley & Carew
TWO FINE STORES
Carew Tower

•
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odern!

Pick the Pack that· Suits You Best!

New Play Cast ·

Announced Monday
(Continued from Page 1)
they were young. The second act
is a flashback, which takes them
back to their youth. They are
transported by Stephe~'s late7t
invention, a time-machme. It is
this unusual situation that forms
the unique backgrou~d . for the
play's dev?lopmert w1thm ,hree
acts and eight scenes.
Tryouts for The Star-Wagon
were held this week by t~e
Masque Society. The play will
be under the direction of Mr.
John G. Maupin. And the c~st of
l3 men and six women will be
announced Feb. 25.

Various Projects
Benefit From
Mardi Gras Profit
(Continued from Page 1)
Club of $15, $10, and $5. These
will be in addition to the regular
commissions and awards.
Those who have any ideas
about any phase of the Mardi
Gras are ask~d to see their Student Council Representative. Student ideas are important becausP
this weekend is for students and
the Committee will do all within
its power to see that these ideas
are used.
Those that hav? already sold
their books are asked to make
returns as soon as possible. Beginning Monday, Feb. 25, therP
will be men in 'he Mardi Gras
office to tak• returns. Anyone
wishing to make returns or to
pick up additional books should
do so between 8 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Every student at Xavier benefits from the Mardi Gras. The
money received fro·m chances has
· been used for the financing of
the Armory' Refreshment Service
Room and the initial surfacing
of the new Herald Avenue parking lot. This weekend is for the
students. So sell the chance books,
~upport your clubs in book re·
turns, and join in the fun and
frolic of Mardi Gras.

Western Hills Plaza

Smoke modern L87M and always get

full exciting_ flavor

-

••• PLUS THE PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP
With L•M ••• •nd only L•M ••• can you pick th• pack
that eulte you beat. And only L"M glv•• you th• '
flavor.,. th• full, exciting flavor that
make• LAM •••
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The Night Side of The News
Nocturnal Notations

article on this page, we would
be glad to publish his views in
By Kathy Strampla
- this space next week.
The other day I was talking (my favorite pastime) with
If you are still with me at this
a student from one of the finer colleges in the city. Her story point, I reckon I should explain
was really pathetic. This poor thing had to attend classes from what the title of this column has
8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. twice a week, and she was really com- to do with the article. The anplaining about it. These poor, overworked students! I should swer-not a thing. This was writbe so lucky.
noons, and any other spare time ten in my traveling office-courIf a few of these perennial during the week to study. Since tesy of the Cincinnati Transit Co.
gripers would attend evening the student is expected to spend I utilize the' two hours spent on
college for one year, I doubt if two hours in preparation for busses each day in many peculiar
they would object too strenuous- every subject, he would h<1ve to ways, such as studying, writing
ly, should they return to the easy devote 14 hours of each day to letters, talk,ing (especially talkgoing schedule which is predom- work, study and classes. This is ing) and reading. That explains
inant on so many college cam- a staggering total which leaves the title. ED. NOTE: IT DOES?
puses.
about ten hours of each day for
Most Eveni!1g Cellege students eating, sleeping, fighting traffic
work at least 8 hours a day, at- tie-ups and having fun.
tend classes for 2 or 3 hours, deI wonder if the full-time stuvote some time to a particular dent realizes how fortunate he
hobby or activity, squeeze in actually is. Should there, by any
EC Social Club will hold a genabout 6 or 7 hours sleep each chance be a day student who dis- eral meeting Monday <>vening,
night and devote Sunday after- agrees with this column, or any March 4, Jack Grever, president
of the club, announced. The
meeting will be held at 7:30 in
one of the classrooms at the Evening College. The purpose of this
meeting is to organize committees for EC's main social event
of the. spring semester, the Spring
Formal Dance, over which will
reign the Lady of the Evening
College.
Jack Grever urges all interested students to participate in
this project which is one of the
finest .events on the Evening
College's social calendar.

Social Club 'l!o Hold
Meeting Mar. 4

EC Quiz
Corner

··cocr • • ....,..., ............

.
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Lucky girl!
•

Next time one of her dates bring up the Schleswig•
Holstein question, she'll really be ready Cor him.
Ready for that test tomorrow, too ••• it that bottle of
Coke keeps her as alert tonight as it does other people.

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

f:O,. Meals at Hom" •••
For Lunches at Worlc or School • ••

~.,.1&.
. QUALITY v CHEKD
la CREAM

HOMOGENIZED MILK
(with Vitamin D)

lhey can't be beat as Healthful Food

'

and Refreshing Dessert I At your favorite
Food Storel For Home Delivery call CHerry
l·D880. or ask your French-Bauer driverl
I
1ma oASn raoDUets s1Na 1m
.,....,..~ "llC09l•nomor•tou11eth•he•tr•
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Do you have a special time to
study and prepare for your evening clas8es?
Marilyn Walter, teacher at St.
James Parochial School, Wyoming, Ohio:
"Since I am a teacher I have
the advantage of arriving home
from classes every day about 4:00
p.m. This gives me a few hours·
to study before going to my evening class. During exams, however, I always see to it that I
have some free time over the
weekend to study."
Frank McDonald, supervisor at
the Cincinnati Gas and Electric
Company:
.
"Being the father of two teenage daughters keeps me pretty
busy during' the week, so I always do iny studying over the
weeketid, preferably on Sunday
afternoon. The amount of preparation depends on the individual
assignment. Usually the time devoted runs from one to two
hours."
Mary Lea Stadtmiller, IBM op·
erator at Procter and Gamble
Company:
"I have no special time to study
although I do try to keep one
evening during the week free for
this purpose. If I study the night
before my class, I can accomplish
quite a bit and remember it better. I find this way of studying
quite satisfying."
Jack Marx, laboratory analyst
at the Procter and Gamble Com·
pany:
"The best way for me to prepare for class is to try to arrive
at E.C. a few hours before classes
start. This gives me time to
cover all my assignments. I do
not have a particular time to
study at home, but during PXams
I can always find some time.''
~aROTHIRHOOD
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The Trutli
ou don't have to look far to find them. Magazines openly
Y
devoted to sin and sex crowd the racks of many a drug
sto1·e. A symbol of the low standards of many, they are unfit
for any decent God-fearing person to even consider.
Right beside them are other magazines. Respectable magazines, these, yet they are devoted solely to material and
worldly things. Worth reading for what they do cover, they
are not enough to give· the reader a complete view.
The balance, the "rest of the picture," is the province of
the Catholic Press. Not only do we read of the relationship
of man and man, but of man and man under God. This is the
third dimension, the factOr that gives completeness and truth
to the life that goes on• around us.
The Catholic Press is the layman's touchstone with Catholic thinking. After high school, after college, the Catholic
paper or magazine plays a major role in helping us know
and relate ourselves to the Catholic Mind. It deserves our
support.

F atlier Of Our Country·
nce
w'e are a.bou: t.o celebrate the birthday of George
O
Washmgton. It is f1ttmg that we should, as a nation,
honor the man who was a guiding light among our founding
mo~e

fathers and our first president.
However, the fame of George Washington goes much
further than that. For he was a living example of true states·
manship and patriotism. Washington put the welfare of his
country first and devoted himself to the building of a firm
foundation for the United States of America. He was truly a
father to his country.
We hope he will long remain dear to the hearts of his
countrymen. We trust that there will always be some who are
inspired by his example to devote themselves to their country
and its future. For we deeply believe that the United States
of America can never have an abundance of men like George
Washington.
.

More Advertise1nents

New Lot

It isn't 'of.ten that The News

advertisements receive praise.
• But the Associated Collegiate
Press Business Review (Feb.,
1957) in its "Orchids To" section singles out The News "for
connsistent excellence in running good men's fashion ads.
Good copy, good illustrations,
excellent reproduction are the
keynotes to all ·the ads in The
News. The men's fashion ads
st~nd out, however. The Business manager is Jess Burcham."

For EC
Arrangements were made re·
cently with Mr, Neil McE!roy,
president of Procter and Gamble,
to open the lot next to the Evening College for faculty parkin~
during the evening sessions.
The courteous move extended
the vening College by P & 0
will vacate approximately fifteen
spaces on the street which were
used by faculty m~mbers.

Evening College Staff
Editor .............................................................................. Kathleen Stum1Jh
Associate Editors .............................. Alberta Biedenharn, Ann Doud,
Robert Feldmann
Art Editor .................................. ,............... ,....................... Jo Ann Avery
Moderator ...................................................................... Paul E. S\vecney

LOUIE,
THE LOUSE

MOULa Well ••• until Louie takes
over, take your pleasure BIG. Smoke
Chesterfield ••• and...amoke for real!
Packed more smoothly by
ACCU·RAY, it's the smoothest
tasting smoke today.

-
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Verkamp Medal;
Marx Toiirney
In _Philop Future
(Continued from Page 3)
March 2. On March 9, Wiggs
and Mennen will go to Tulane
in New Orleans for the Mardi
Gras Tournament. On March 23,
St.-Mary-of-the-Woods College
debaters wilI return a visit we
paid them earlier this year.
On March 29, the Verkamp
Debate Medal will be awarded
for the fifty-second time to the
Xavier debater judged best of
the six contestants. This coveted
center of a contest attracting
hundreds of people.
In April, the first weekend
will bring the University of
Louisville, Edgecliff, and Mount
Saint Joseph to Xavier. The
next weekend, April 12 and 13,
is reserved for the Judge Marx
invitational Tournamnt which
will bring the two-dozen best
d~baing teams in the country to
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Cincinnati under Xavier's auspices. Immediatetly following
the Marx Tournament, debaters
(Continued from page 3)
and speakers in individual events
Katherine
Hepburn, in the meanwill go to Indianapolis for the
Tau Kappa · Alpha National , time, thinks Lancas(er is nothing
but a big bag of rancid chicken
Tournament.
fat. And so the plot thickens.
The Philopedians meet each
To add to matters, Katie is
Wednesday evening at 8: 45 p.m. having absolutely no luck in her
in their clubroom on the third search for a spouse. It's wild and
floor of the Union Building.
wooly country out there, but that
isn't helping her chances any.
\
And so away we go. II this situation were left unchecked and
Edu~ationlll Dilemma
handled in a completely serious
There is a moral as well as manner the whole performance
an intellectual objection to the would gag a maggot. But if
custom, frequent in these times, doesn't do a~ythlng of the kind.
In fact, it was pretty funny in
of making education c6nsist in
spots;
and pretty serious and
a mere· smattering of twenty
dramatic in other. spots. The
different things, instead of in
whole affair is really worth seethe mastery . of five or six.- ing. It has parts for laughing,
Chadwick
parts for crying, parts for seeing

Down Front

and liking, and a few parts for Stan brought forth the subject of
the Chesterton Society.
sleeping.
Beginning in mid-March the
!Welvln Coznowskl sends his
regards and deepest thanks to all society will inaugurate a number
of his friends who sent him get- of book discussion groups with
well cards and bottles during bis members of the faculty acting as
recent illness. At present he Is moderators. Books such as Eduhiding out In Elet Hall Chapel cation at the crossroads by Mariwhere he has .claimed the ancient tain and Dostoyevsky's (whew)
right of sanctuary. He is belni Crime and Punishment are a few
sought alter by !Wr. Gene Noble of the topics under consideration.
All interested humans are '
for having parked bis eamel in
Fr. Hetherlngton's roek garden. asked to contact Stan at his
II anyone knows a good lawyer, modern day facsimile of Sam
get in touch with me or Melvin. Johnson's Coffee Shop.
(Continued from page 3)

Away ·we Go!
pages of ads.
Comment Two-Who is he ?
During visiting· hours last week
I had the good fortune to converse with the defender of student rights, Stan Siefried. As
spoke over a warm cup of cocoa,

we

The Xavier Rifle Team of
the ROTC Rifle Club left this
morning for the University of
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana to
compete in the · eighth annual
Illinois Invitational 'Rifle Tournament today and tomorrow.

/

Paper Believes
Frats Unfair
(Continued from page 2)
pressed in an editorial in thP
·Oracle. It questioned the value of
the fraternity system in these
words:
"We believe that a fairly small
percentage of men woulcl be in
fraternities and that these are
likely to be the "upper crust."
They would not likely want those
whom they consider to be of a
lower class, both culturally ·and
economically, to be in their fraternities. Hard feelings between
the groups would follow.
Fraternities are notorious for
their discrimination a g a ins t
people of other religions, nationalities and races.. The son of a
'noted Nationalist Chinese was
recently turned out of a Northwestern University fraternity because students were refusing to
pledge that fratPrnity since it had
a Chinese in it. Would fraternities be democratic herP? We
doubt it. This may seem like
bridge crossing to some, but it is
a bridge which must be crossed.
We cannot blindly close our eyes
to the inevitable.
"We conclude .from this that,
instead of helping solve some of
T e c h ' s problems, fraternities
would increase them."

Clings to the
road like a
stripe of paint I
The '57 Chevy can give Jessons
on taking curves and holding the
.road to just about any car going.
Few cars at any, prief'J are so
beautifully. balanced and so
smooth, sure and solid in action.
A car has to have a special kind of
build and balance to keep curves
under control. And nobody outdoes
Chevrolet in that department! It
"comers" with all the solid. assurance of an honest-to-goodness sp0rts
car. Chevy doesn't throw its weight
around on turns because it carries
its pounds in the right places.
And if the road should turn upward, Chevy can take care of that
nicely, too-with up to 245 h.p. •
Come on in and take a turn at the
wheel of a new Chevrolet.

Frat System
Develops Cliaracter
(Continued from Page 1)
number of students live an·d work
together in a fraternity, tolerance
for differences of opinion, high
standards of taste, and good conduct are developed. He also declared that by democratic self
government in the chapter house
"fraternity men become better
fitted to assume the larger responsibilities of the student council and other college organizations."
Mallery told the YMCA audience that a limit should· be
placed on the number of members in a chapter. "If there are
over thirty," he warned, "the
chapter will be headed for trouble."
A questioner asked the professor if fraterqities are the nucleus of bias groups .. In reply he
said that the "students in fraternities should be allowed to pick
their own friends."
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•210-h.p. higll-performance VB
enaine also ariailable at extra cost

Sweet, smooth and

sas.~y-that"s Chevrolet all over. Above, you're looking at the Bel Air Sport Coupe.
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Only franchised Chevrolet dealers

81u11ring'1 Ph1rm·acy
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See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
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